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Kara Walker — David Bade and the Instituto Buena Bista

Last August, A Prior Magazine accompanied the American artist Kara Walker to the Instituto Buena Bista on

the island of Curaçao. Invited by artists David Bade and Tirzo Martha and curator Nancy Hoffmann, who have

been helping young artists develop their creative talents since 2006, A Prior followed the workshop led by

Kara Walker.

Kara Walker spent several weeks on the island. She introduced the students to her own work and to the

racial and gender issues that dominate that work, as well as to some of the more general cornerstones of

artistic creation, such as translating story lines into images, the development of a story line in a visual nar-

rative, the visual interpretation of abstract ideas and the beginnings of iconography.

She and her students, who were between 16 and 24, created a new work on site. It was a shadow play

presentation for which the students thought up and designed protagonists – silhouettes – and told a story

about the search for inner beauty. Kara Walker demonstrated tremendous involvement and engagement

towards her young students. Every afternoon, after school until late in the evenings, Walker worked with

and for them, helping them prepare their shadow play. On the last evening of Walker’s stay on the island,

an evening presentation was given for all the friends and relations of the students and the institute.

Although Kara Walker’s activities on behalf of this specific project, like those of David Bade and Tirzo

Martha, the institute’s principal teachers, are primarily focused on the local community and the training of

a few scores of students, their engagement consistently exceeds the local and the personal. Bade, whose

artistic practice consists primarily of drawing and sculpture, has for years been building a body of work to

which social engagement, more specifically with young people, is central. In 2004, also on Curaçao, he com-

pleted Arteswa, a project with young people from different social backgrounds. Arteswawas aimed towards

bringing people together, encouraging them to step out of their traditional thought patterns and discover-

ing new approaches, in both art and life.

Bade felt a strong need to complete the project specifically on Curaçao, whose society feels a real need

for positive incentives and impulses. Bade views the entire problem of production, communications, all the

obstacles that need to be tackled together with the local community and which frequently require intuitive

and improvized solutions, as an essential part of his art, as well as the means of closing the gap between

art and the general public. The spontaneity and the energy with which he and his colleagues run the insti-

tute are also evident in his drawings and sculptures. They are an explosion of enthusiasm, energy and feel-

ings, expressed in as direct a form as possible. By including the many layers of his engagement in his artistic

work, Bade demonstrates that art and creativity can be there for everyone, that they can effortlessly reach

beyond borders and barriers. The wonderful thing about the entire Instituto Buena Bista is that people suc-

ceed in completely smoothing the path of a personal artistic and social engagement in the context of an

institution. Only in such a sincere and authentic framework can it be possible to demand such engagement

from other artists invited to the institute. Engagement and enthusiasm are contagious. This is precisely the

microbe that Kara Walker captured during her visit to the IBB.

Els Roelandt
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Here the ‘darky’ act makes brothers of us all. America is a land of masked jokers. We

wear the mask for the purposes of agression as well as for defense; when we are pro-

jecting the future and preserving the past. In short, the motives behind the mask are

as numerous as the ambiguities the mask conceals.

— Ralph Ellison 1

Legend has it that the origin of painting is a shadow. The legend is from ancient Greece—

no question here of the still more antique caves of Lascaux, though Plato’s cave has its

part in the story—and tells of how a maiden drew a portrait of her lover by tracing the

contour of his face as it was projected on a wall by a lamplight. The standard this set for

Western art thereafter was, at least in theory, one of strict verisimiltude since the

mythic silhouette matched the young man’s profile one-to-one. The fact that volume

had to be inferred and that none of the rest of his features could be depicted by this

method meant that from the beginning realism was understood to be an abstraction of

a much more complex reality, but one scrupulously faithful to the visible details. To

make such an outline was to capture and indelibly delineate the virtual substance of a

person, which is to say not just his or her fysical likeness but his or her character, since

everybody assumed, and physiognomists would attempt to prove scientifically, that

appearances are the fleshly reflection of the soul. True, one could reduce such a portrait

to smaller than life-size, as silhouette makers of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies did, but the principle remained the same. Fidelity to nature was the goal, and

deviations from accuracy were the mark of one of two possible failings, the second more

damning than the first: lack of skill or a perverse desire to alter nature.

Nevertheless, improving upon nature was the basis of classical art inasmuch as real-

ity was taken to be the imperfect manifestation of a more perfect form. And here, in

the bowels of the earth, comes Plato, leading his band of tethered figures in front of the

dancing flames of the campfire. Or is it the man he has metaphorically in tow who are

dancing? No matter, they are illusions of their true selves, and all we can see is their

specter, just as everything in this world is a shadow of an ungraspable ideal. With this

split between the a priori and the actual as its conceptual starting point, the best art

could hope to do to make up for the flaws inherent in incomplete incarnations of the

beautiful was to correct their proportions where possible. That, of course, was achieved

less through observation than through mathematics, though, like ghouls, painters and

sculptors in the classical tradition plundered nature for well-made parts from which

they could fashion a whole more shapely than any to which those parts had originally

belonged. Perfection existed in the realm of numbers, of which preconceived physical

proportions were the corporal approximation.
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Spooked

Robert Storr
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from the noblest of men, their oddities identifying them with the lower classes who,

damaged by the effects of disease and malnutrition, provided fodder for caricaturists.

As for the rest, they were exotics, icons of barbarian Asia or Africa, or diabolical ema-

nations from the underworld- or all of the above wrapped and tied up together in col-

orful graphic ribbons embellished with strange flora and fauna.

Granted, there evolved such a category as the noble savage, but he was a primitive

divinely blessed with the attributes of classical man, a slight deviation in that para-

digm’s shadow, an essentialized version of whiteness superimposed on blackness,

brownness and yellowness. However, essentialized coloredness—whith blackness as its

ultimate expression—remained the warped shadow of essentialized whiteness. Just

how wrapped and how ludicrous or horrific depended on the givens of the cultural

milieu, the demands of the immediate context, and the particular degree of animus or

perversity of the artist expressed in the license he or she took in exaggerating away

from the classical ideal. For rather than improve upon or correct nature, the carica-

turist’s task was to make matters worse- to take reality and push it to extremes that

even nature at its most miscreant would not engender. Thus nature is denatured, form

is deformed, the face defaced, the figure disfigured, and the shape misshapen in a chain

reaction of binary reversals that gives birth to a negative universe of otherness beyond

comprehension or sympathy; and for that very reason, such figures are irresistible to

the eye and the imagination. In these mutations, the overt fears and secret desires of

the “normal” were condensed and confounded, then illuminated by dreams and writ

large on the walls of the psyche. And that, as Rudyard Kipling of the quaintly racist

Just So Storiesmight say, is how whiteness was spooked by its own shadow, or rather

by the shadow it conjured out of the presence in its midst of what it mistook for its God-

given antithesis.

But if in the Eurocentric tradition blackness has historically been the shadow that

whiteness casts, what is the shadow of blackness? A still darker, more alarming

enigma? Unruly negations of negation spiraling into a mealstrom of absolute otherness

in which all bearings are lost and from which there is no escape—a black hole at the

core of Western culture? That is what the work of Kara Walker suggests. But if you

stare hard enough and long enough and deep enough in the abyss, the shadow’s shadow

cracks a startling smile. Smile back and you know where you are, who you are and with

whom you are sharing the raucous, bitter jokes that are the legacy of American big-

otry and immemorial racism.

As is by now familiar, Walker’s initial contribution to cutting-edge art was to turn

that sharp edge away from the future and point it toward the past, much as a number

of her contemporaries were doing independently. As a loose confederation of kindred

spirits, but not as a group or movement, they have reinvented the conventions of nar-

rative art that were once the province of history painting in the heroic mode and given
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Distortions were produced when the governing ratios where changed. Or when the

light that cast a shadow did so obliquely, are from too near or too far, throwing the rela-

tion of a nose to a chin, a head to a torso out of whack by radically enlarging, reducing

or otherwise contorting them. Add to the effect whatever else the light’s glare may have

transmuted into a tenebrous void. Thus shadow play created bizarre men and beasts

and hybrid creatures long before Annibale Carracci, a founder of the greatest Renais-

sance academy, invented the genre of caricature—a bastard of classicism—or before

Gianlorenzo Bernini distinguished himself in the seventeenth century as its first great

master. What caricature shares with classicism is the tendency to clarify form through

exaggeration, the one tending toward a memorable normanization of the eccentricities

in the source, the other toward equally memorable aberrations based on those same

unique traits. Both seek to essentialize.

That word will be our hinge, for the dialectics of race are haunted by the idea of

essence, of purity, of perfection within a people, and of a perfect people among all other

peoples. To be a racist presumes implicitly if not explicitly that one holds that group X

is inherently superior to group Y because of their ethnicity; furthermore, group X is

seen as superiour because they are the ideal expression of what it means to be human,

whereas group Y falls short due to some equally inherent defect and, owing to a host of

such defects, may even fall beyond the pale of humanity altogether and become sav-

age. Under such circumstances, the chosen people, as a collective, claim the virtues of

an abstraction which they embody more fully than others. At this point, eugenics comes

to the aid of physiognomy and seeks to engineer a population with ever-greater resem-

blance to the ideal, while gradually phasing out the unsatisfactory strains within its

own group. Other groups, needless to say, cannot be made better and are likely to degen-

erate further. Yet these unsightly tribes serve a useful purpose in reminding the cho-

sen that no matter how embarrassing or risible a particular deficiency in one of its

members may be, it is nothing compared to the greater deficiencies of those outside its

circle. Among the outsiders, the ugliest and most absurd specimens not only serve to

confirm a moral lesson but are sources of entertainment, figures of fun, and one can be

grateful for, even affectionately indulgent toward, the unfortunates who seemingly lend

themselves to laughter.

Now, for the sake of argument, let us say that against this background the perfect

shadow of Man in Western culture is represented by the classical tradition of figuration

based on the Greco-Roman paradigm of mathemathical beauty. The minute that shadow

bulges or lengthens inordinately, it becomes monstrous. And in a flash we are back in

a cave, but this time it is not Plato’s philosophical domain but rather Nero’s pleasure

dome, the excavation of which during the late fifteenth century set the fashion for

grotesques, that is, the kinds of weird and fanciful beings that decorated the walls of his

Roman “grotto”. At the very least, these grotesques inhabited a world at one remove
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ery, since exaggerated self-abasement provided an outlet for the imagination in which

role reversals were possible. Thus theatricalized caricature of the caricature one was

obliged to inhabit allowed the performer the sour opportunity to ridicule anyone who

was taken in by the performance, to make a fool of the powerful who had treated those

deprived of power as fools. So “Yesss Ma’am” and “Noooo Sir” were coupled with blank

looks and face-cracking grins. But if you listened closely with the mind’s ear you might

hear, “If they fall for that, they’ll fall for anything-trash!”

However, trading one’s true shadow for a fake one is the Devil’s bargain inasmuch as

one’s true substance thereby loses it’s natural foil and is gradually subsumed by its

unnatural counterpart. Thus the “darky” was born from the grotesque emanations of

whiteness’ projections of blackness. Thus a desperate strategy for getting over meant

a loss of the soul. Western folklore is replete with tales of people who bartered their

shadows away- rueful Everyman Fausts no longer capable of leaving their imprint on

reality and so condemned to be bright phantoms in a world of whole men and women

whose presence is strikingly accented by the chiaroscuro effect of their faithful dop-

pelgängers. The question of whom this has actually happened to and who bears respon-

sibility for it are among the most vexed in racism’s double-bind legacy of blame and

shame. Shall we scorn Stepin Fetchit’s buffoonery but savor the sly subversions of Louis

Armstrong?2

Never without a penetrating awareness of the prejudice that made their respective

grotesqueries possible and, in their judgement, necessary. Never without admiration for

the artfulness with which they turned themselves inside out to slip the knot of ridicule

tied round their necks. In truth, the problem does not lie in biography, and we can only

wonder at the way both men toyed with the “darky” persona into which they were

pushed or lured by the appetites of their pale-skinned audiences. Still, continued atten-

tion to their example shows that mourning for the soul’s loss in a coerced exchange

has never abated. And that feeling abides in their “other” audience, namely, people

whose own concessions or resistance to less blatant versions of the same role still burn

in memory, people cut off from their historical shadow and forced to wander among

the false shadows trailed by their tormentors but ascribed to them.

In opting to work with and among those same false shadows, Walker critically

engages not only with the fantasies of masters and the currency of those fantasies in

the subconscious of the masters’ culture but also with the fantasy rejoinders of the

slaves and the scarred and frequently ambivalent psyche of slave counterculture. In so

doing, she structures the debt issuing from a series of bad bargains using the common

coin of humiliation-as-entertainment; she counterfeits what is already counterfeit and

recirculates it to all sides before renegotiating their hereditary contracts. No one is

spared in the process because in her sham minstrel show, everyone has become a

“darky” in a wild cutout, cut-up confederacy of dunces and scoundrels. Lascivious mis-
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them a radically new, decidedly antiheroic function. Notable among these peers is the

South African artists William Kentridge, whose shadow puppetry has many formal

things in common with Walkers’ work and whose subject is also racial misunderstand-

ing and conflict. Nevertheless, his soft touch and elegiac humanism could hardly con-

trats more sharply with her pitiless burlesque of the worst of which humankind is

capable.

The characters in that burlesque are borrowed largely from the stock of players

invented for ministrel shows: the kindly uncle, the big mammy, the cavorting pick-

aninny, among the principals. In short, we are presented with America’s “archetypal

family” from beyond the woodshed. Although, as everyone should be painfully concious

of, slavery atomized the families of slaves, and the general absence of a father from the

constellation was no accident; virility caused him to be exiled from domestic reality

and put to work where he was not a threat or lynched. John Henry’s ancestors may

have been paragons of strength, but whites didn’t want them anywhere near the house.

Correspondingly, they had no place in “the comedy of manners” that was blackface the-

atre either.

The horrid fascination that minstrelsy exerted has long outlived the circumstances

that gave rise to it precisely because it is archetypal or mythic, and because like all

myths, it served to explain still irresolvable, if not unbearable, contradictions. The

dilemma facing slave-holding whites was how to live with the shadows that spooked

them, how to find grounds for “loving” flesh-and-blood people whose evanescent specter

they simultaneously dreaded and loathed. But who cannot “love” children? And,

eureka! The answer minstresly provided was to render all blacks as children or child-

centered—mammy was a caretaker and uncle Tom too—or as fools, which is the same

thing, since the foolishness of children is what allows us to forgive the inconvenience

of their being underfoot. Clowning thus confirms the inferiority of clowns and the supe-

riority of the one who laughs at them, keeping everyone in “their place” without

recourse to visible force and even with a modicum of patronizing affection to seal the

bargain.

Did I say bargain? If so, then we are in the realm of deals made after the basic trans-

actions leading to the statutory or financial ownership of one person by another have

already been closed—transactions that automatically preclude the participation of the

“property” changing hands. Nevertheless, in the master-slave, mistress-servant, boss-

laborer relationship, there is always power in play, as Hegel explained at the level of

abstract philosophy in his master-slave dialectic. At the level of daily survival, slaves

are hired hands found that quietly fullfilling one’s assigned role was generally the safest

policy, but that overdoing docility to the point of inertia and stylizing simple-minded-

ness to the point of total incomprehension were added protection. At times such rol

playing was also a means of inverted self-expression and in that form a weapon of mock-
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gorical Tableau of Eva in Heaven, which reminds us of the disconcerting truth of Oscar

Wilde’s comment, regarding the sad fate of the child-heroine of Dickens’ Old Curiosity

Shop, that “One must have a heart of stone to read of the death of Little Nell without

laughing.” Just how heartless or perversely heartfelt, inladylike and provocative, polit-

ical and incorrect Walker’s art can be is readily apparent in two gleefully obscene satires

of the proverbial priapism of black men in which “young bucks” are hoisted aloft by

ballooning penises. Tasteless? Iconographically speaking, yes, but aesthetically, quite

the contrary. In fact, the technical construction and execution of the imagery could

hardly be more tasteful, and it is precisely this subtle elision of and simultaneous mis-

match between decorative elegance and taboo-breaking vulgarity that make the pic-

ture grotesque.

By that same token, the pictures are emancipatory, since it is in forcing contradic-

tions and in condensing incommensurable thoughts and emotions normally kept safely

at a distance from each other that the grotesque purges consciousness of its repressed-

inconsistencies and widens the fractures in the culture in which crippling ambiva-

lences—and hostilities—fester. The most insidious and easily internalized forms of

ridicule are those that are the most polite. Laughing out loud at patent nonsense, even

at a vile simulacrum of the self, liberates the spirit from guilty acceptance of or identi-

fication with it as well as from pent-up rage at the existence and potency of such non-

sense. To return to the example just cited, having once gazed on Walker’s ludicrous

objectification of white fear of and fascination with black male potency, never again will

one be able to give either any credence.

Lately, Walker has complicated her basic black-and-white universe pictorially.

Increasingly, the flatness of her initially silhouetted forms has yielded along their

brushed, penciled, or charcoal-drawn edges to internal description and modeling of the

images. Some show the virtuosity of high Baroque and Rococo masters of the comic

caprice—Jacques Callot “in living color”—and others the spare, unblinking harshness of

Goya’s “disparities.” Beautifully applied tonal and chromatic washes have likewise visu-

ally opened up the shapes and spaces of Walker’s netherworld, as has the use of the-

atrical staging and lighting, slide and video projection, and shadow puppetry. To be

sure, the greater nuance introduced by these changes comes at the sacrifice of an econ-

omy of means whose jarring effects were initially fundamental to her susrprise-attack

humor.When one is not expecting complications or anomalies within a convention- for

example, the traditional silhouette, whose legibility was geared to the magic trick of

reducing a three-dimensional world to two dimensions, leaving the viewer to marvel at

the dexterity with which that transformation has been achieved- deviations from “real-

ity” throw the synthesizing eye a disorienting curve. Yet, the combination of stream-

lined contours and lush backgrounds at the mid-point of Walker’s scenographic range

has a specific precedent in the Art Deco tableaux of the style-setting African American
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cegenation has been scissored into the decorous black-and-white neverland of the keep-

sake silhouette, and the worst nightmares of the whites who set the whole travesty in

motion run riot. This rebellion of shadows is comic but also infernal, as is the case with

all grotesqueries; and that extravagantly devilish quality adds a critical element to the

mix. It further denatures the original grotesques, which had through repetition and

adaptation become a culturally imposed second nature to those whom they presumed

to describe but in fact grievously slurred.

In life, as distinct from grammar, double negatives do not produce positives, and fur-

ther denaturing the denatured, defacing the defaced, disfiguring the disfigured is a dan-

gerous game that does not by itself banish contempt and in clumsy hands may even

aggravate it. Which is why those most likely to be offended have good reason to be wary

of compound caricature, and why those who rifle with such material have no excuses

when they carelessly add injury to insult- especially at a time such as the present when

tongue-in-cheek forms of neo-racism are given the green light by “well meaning” pub-

lic figures who pretend that in post-civil-rights-movement America, the virulence of

old-style racism is totally behind us. However, in adroit hands, such as walker’s, deform-

ing the deformed and brulesquing the brulesque can reveal the rethoric of “humorous”

condescension and contempt for what it is and make its toxic absurdity obvious beyond

alibis; it can inflate a joke until it explodes not like a raisin in the sun but like a booby-

trapped cigar in the mug of a blackfaced white comedian. Too bad, Al Jolson and Eddie

Cantor, though hats off to Lord Buckely for showing the way out through his outrageous

hyperminstrel send-up of the hipster “White Negro”3 And a deep bow to black-and-blue-

talking “Moms” Mabley, Pigmeat Markham, Redd Foxx, Richard Pryor, Eddie Murphy,

and Chris Rock.

Now Walker has the stage. The phantasmagoria of shadows she conjured out of her

witches’ brew of stereotypes takes shape only to lose it again in a variety of media. In

this respect, her accomplishment as an artist is to a significant degree predicated on a

keen and inventive understanding of how immaterial things can metamorphically man-

ifest themselves in material forms, non of which qualify as the definitive statement of

a displaced or alienated essence. In that way, too, her figments are plainly mythic—an

essence produced in bondage but one that cannot, finally, be held captive. All of these

expressions of this more or less ephemeral, more or less antic spirit are necessary to

our fleeting grasp of its constantly mutating qualities.

As noted, Walker’s initial gambit was to raise the genteel craft of commemorative

silhouette cutting to mural scale and in this delicate medium to reenact the “romance”

of Gone with the Wind and the “tragedy” of Uncle Tom’s Cabin as decidedly indelicate

slapstick orgies of interracial seduction and revenge. This indeed is history painting, but

the scenarios play havoc with all the pieties of Southern chivalry and Northern senti-

mentality. Such havoc began with her 1995 The End of Uncle Tom and the Grand Alle-
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doubleness of the grotesque, where our devidedness has freest imaginative rein.4

Did I speak in the third-person plural? Did I evoke W.E.B. Dubois’s concept of “dou-

ble consciousness” without making its origins clear and without signaling that differ-

ent groups will read my words differently, hearing or not hearing specific debatable

echoes in them, just as different audiences will laugh and or scowl more or less openly

at different aspects of Walker’s work? The ambiguities are intentional, because it is

impossible to predict the experience and understanding of the individual reader by

tying up all loose ends before we meet on the page. The inclusiveness is intentional too,

because the “we” to whom I am referring comprises multiple compexions and diverse

backgrounds. What defines us as a social entity is the fact that the specific manifesta-

tions of our innate dividedness are universally rooted in the heritage of slavery. That

terrible institution and its devisive legacy are as much what makes us Americans as the

Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. In every way they seem to pit us

against each other, slavery and racism also bind us together. Whether frankly conceded

or acknowledged through denial, they are what every American has in common with

every other American. The bond they have created cannot be broken, the taint they

have left can never be completely removed, and the demons they have engendered can

never be definitively exorcised. Despite everything, though, there is humor in the sit-

uation. However, as Ralph Ellison suggests above, and as Walker makes abundantly

obvious in her work, the joke—irresistebly but piercingly funny—is on us all.

Spooked was first published in Kara Walker: My Complement, My Enemy, My Oppressor, My Love,

Walker Art center, Minneapolis, 2007
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modernist Aaron Douglas. In such cases, the jolt in Walker’s work comes not from a

sudden bulge or whiplash reversal of expectations along the outline of a form in an

eighteenth- or nineteenth-century manner but from a crazy riff on a grandly symphonic

early twentieth-century mode. Meanwhile, the herky-jerky animation of silhouettes in

her two puppetry videos—Testimony: Narrative of a Negress Burdened by Good Inten-

tions (2004) and 8 Possible Beginnings or: The Creation of African-America, a Moving

Picture by Kara E. Walker (2005)—reveals the basic shallowness of the penumbrous

decors through which her paper-thin figures move, making palpable floppiness and

filmsiness a primary quality of the settings and the characters. More than ever, they

appear as shadows without substance, forms without volume, figments of a collective

obsession, pure products of hysterical anxiety turned to hysterical, hurt-filled comedy.

If a shadow’s natural elasticity prompts unnatural distortions of reality, the ten-

dency remains for certain distortions to harden into masks. This for good or ill, is a

social and cultural phenomenenon rather than a perceptual one. If the metamorphic

quality of the shadow is allowed to express itself unchecked, then no stereotypes result;

rather, reality succumbs to surreality in a ceaseless oneiric flow of imagery no instance

of which becomes emblematic. Regardless of how disturbing or memorable that imagery

might be, is not imbued with the hostile purposefulness of caricature any more than the

flux of dreams in general. Though the fixations that give rise to caricature flourish in

the subconscious, it is not until they are deliberately consolidated into the “spitting

image” of that fixation that hostility finds its enduring incarnation. Active malice is the

tincture that causes the fluid shadow to “set” in its final, reified form. Such malice is the

trace element whose presence or absence is unmistakable in shapes, or combinations

of shapes, that on a purely abstract basis have almost everything else in common with

one another; it is also unmistakable in masks that celebrate belonging to a community

and in those behind which malevolent aversion hides its countenance.

Thus, when Romare Bearden clipped large lips, wide noses, and other “typically”

African features from magazine and art book illustrations and pasted them together in

dense, heavily abbreviated masks of “blackness”, they were instantly recognizable to

anyone with kindred roots and even to many without them, though in varying degrees.

The same essentializing traits in the hands of white artists created Sambo, Aunt

Jemima, and their broad-faced, wide-eyed breed. They too are recognizable, and as

hateful as the subliminal hate they embody may be—and as leering as the white faces

they conceal may be—they are also uncannily familiar. Walker operates in the zone

where these positive and negative charges are the most unstable in their attraction to

particular objects and audiences, where stinging derision and hilarious release are per-

petually alterning currents. By all the evidence, the artist knows that the doubleness

of consciousness finds the fullest and most rattling embodiments of its ironies, its fric-

tions, its schyzophrenic extremes not in monolithically affermative images but in the
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lewis, this photographic portrait is captioned with the text,

“I sell the shadow to support the substance.”Was this not

the case with Armstrong and many others who, as a part

of a larger artistic ambition, sold the shadow of whiteness

to its creators in order to support the authentic substance

of blackness?

3. The phrase “White Negro” comes from an eponymous

essay by Norman Mailer, originally published in Dissent

magazine (Spring 1957).

4. My own first experience of the paradoxical appeal of

racist caricature to African American audiences came in

the late 1950s or early 1960s when I went to a friend’s

house on the South Side of Chicago to play and arrived to

find that his mother was watching Amos ‘n’ Andy on tel-

evision. Other than “Rochester” (played by Eddie Ander-

son) on The Jack Benny Show and pop and gospel

singers, most notably perhaps Louis Armstrong, who

appeared on variety hours such as The Ed Sullivan Show,

“Kingfish” Stevens, Sapphire, and other leads in Amos ’n

Andy where almost the only African American faces reg-

ulary seen on television. It was because of this and

because of the programm’s sassy humor, I learned, that

some in the black community in my neighborhood

watched it. But even at the age of ten or twelve, I found it

hard to understand how my friend could stomach the

images on the screen or rollick at the phony folksiness of

the scripts. I stiil do. And I still cringe when I remember

that nevertheless I, too, thought the show was funny.

NOTES

1. Ralph Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke”, in

Shadow and Act (NewYork: Vintage Books, 1995), 55.The

slippages of language are as rich a source of the

grotesque as those of imagery. In that respect it is worth

recalling that one of the key passages in the first chapter

of Ellison’s landmark novel The Invisible Man concerns

the confrontation betwen a white man and a black man

whom the white man can not see because he is, for the

white man, a being without substance, an invisible man.

Enraged by this denial of his existence, the black man

pummels the white man, and the narrator, whose quest

for visiblity is the theme of the story, reflects on the irony

of being beaten to within an inch of one’s life by an invis-

ible man- in other words, being mugged by a shadow.

Walker’s strategy for revealing the substance of shadows

is also predicated on a kind of mugging, but in her case,

use of the term hinges on its comic, though no less furi-

ous, meaning.

2. The performance of a public identity has its uses as well

as its costs. Self-possession can be measured in the

degree to which the balance is in favor of the former over

the latter, and further gauged by knowing wether the fin-

ger that tips the scale belongs to the person whose iden-

tity, or even celebrity, is on offer. Among the most striking

examples of such self-possession in the service of self-

promotion must surely be the cabinet card issued in 1870

by the former slave and abolitionist Sojourner Truth.

Brought to my attention by the critic and scholar Sarah
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The work we will be discussing, completed by Stefaan Dheedene in 2009, can be

described as, or to better phrase it, is comprised of:

– a large wooden display case, containing the following three elements:

– a circular saw;

– a copy machine;

– sawdust.

– Beside the display case is a pedestal with the remaining objects on it:

– a number of irregularly shaped slices of wood; and

– a stack of sheets of A4 paper, one side of which are white, the other a wide range

of variations from completely white to (almost) completely black. Visitors are wel-

come to take a sheet from the pile with them.

I could leave it at this. Thanks to a little background information, however, I am able to

report something of what went before this result—before the actual work of art. Strictly

speaking, that is not part of the work of art, but part of the preparations that produced

the work.

One can argue about the degree to which this information is relevant to the observation

of this work of art. In this regard, it can be noted that for a viewer with some degree of

deductive reasoning ability, it might be enough to know that there was a ‘him’ and a ‘her’

involved, in order to reconstruct the events as follows:

– He and she were together inside the display case.

– He systematically sawed small wooden beams into pieces as small as he could make

them.

– She began copying on sheets of A4 paper, running the same copies through the

machine until the paper was (almost) black on one side.

It is important to note here that this is not a linear, causal succession of events, but

two separate processes that happened simultaneously. The fact that both activities took

place in the small, enclosed space of the display case resulted in a physical interfer-

ence: sawdust fell onto the glass plate of the copy machine.

It would be defensible to argue that one should stop here. From this point, we risk leav-

ing behind the kingdom of objects and facts and entering into the speculative and con-

sequently dubious domain of judging or interpreting the work of art. It is possible to

(seemingly) avoid this moment, or at least delay it, by taking a close look at the over-

all work of the artist and/or the history of art in order to find the same, or if necessary,

similar objects, facts or processes.
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In his video, entitled Texas, from 2008, Stefaan Dheedene presents three activities

that at first sight have nothing to do with one another, but which nonetheless take place

in one another's immediate surroundings:

– An army unit, specially trained to assemble, disassemble and transport Pana-

marenko’s machine, Scotch Gambit, disassembles the work on the factory grounds

of the Deweer carpet factory in Otegem. One can, for example, see how sections,

some of which look like handmade rockets, are being carried away by soldiers.

– Inside the factory, only two of the weaving machines are operational. The rest are

being disassembled down to the smallest screws, before being shipped to the com-

pany in Iran that has purchased the entire contents of the factory, and which will

put them all back together again. The two remaining, working machines are at

that moment producing a few carpets designed by artists.

– Just in front of the factory doors, the third segment of the Tour de France bicycle

race passes by. It starts in Waregem and finishes Compiègne.

In addition to place and time, what these three events unmistakably have in common

is their decidedly mechanical character. As an aside, we can also report that the Deweer

family of Otegem also runs an art gallery, where Stefaan Dheedene regularly exhibits

his work.

Adolf Loos, in an essay on men’s fashion published in1908 in his collected works, Orna-

ment und Verbrechen, wrote, properly attired is he who is noticed as little as possible

in the centre of his culture. He added that at that time, the centre of Western culture

was London. Loos also later said that the outside of a house should look as inconspicu-

ous and anonymous as a suit.

In Vers une architecture, published in 1923, Charles Edouard Jeanneret, alias Le Cor-

busier, produced an ingenious combination of text and images. At the top of a two-page

spread is an image of a Greek temple:

– On the left-hand page is the temple in Paestum in southern Italy, from the sixth

century before Christ.

– On the right is the Parthenon in Athens, from the fifth century.

On the same two pages, beneath these images, are pictures of automobiles:

– On the left is a vehicle from 1907.

– On the right is an automobile from 1921.

The text, placed in the middle of the pages between the illustrations, unambiguously

establishes the connection between the four images: Le parthénon est un produit de

sélection appliquée à un standart établi. Depuis un siècle déjà, le temple grèc était
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organisé dans tous ces éléments. Lorsqu’un standart est établi, le jeu de la concurrence

immédiate et violente s’ exerce. C’est le match; pour gagner, il faut fairemieux que l’ad-

versaire dans toutes les parties,… Progrès.

The next-to-last page of Vers une architecture is filled with an illustration of the roof of

the Fiat factory in Turin. The roof is shaped like a race track and also functions as such,

where the vehicles produced in the factory can be tested. At the top of the last page is

the last segment of text, and beneath it another illustration.

– The text is the conclusion of Le Corbusier’s plea for a rationally conceived, indus-

trially produced, functional architecture, constructed of primary shapes.

– The picture shows a realistically reproduced pipe, in profile against a monochrome

background. The caption for the illustration is: Coopérative ‘la pipe’.

Stefaan Dheedene occasionally builds small heating stoves, from memory. These are

objects that sometimes disappear from their surroundings. On the other hand, or pre-

cisely because of this, they stand completely on their own. They are autonomous.

In 1922, together with Victor Servranckx, the young René Magritte wrote the essay,

L’art pur. Défense de l’esthétique, which has never been published. In it, they explained

the close relationship between their standpoints and those of Le Corbusier and the

painter, Amédé Ozenfant, both of whom had begun promoting the new style of Purism

in 1917. Magritte and Servranckx underscored the analogy between architecture and

painting that Le Corbusier and Ozenfant presented in their magazine, L’esprit nouveau,

after 1919. In the name of this functionalism, Magritte and Servranckx rejected the

secondary and the decorative in painting, on behalf of an idealized vision of the preci-

sion of the machine and its standardized products. Purism perceived the rationally

conceived, industrially produced, functional object—the objet-type—as a materializa-

tion of pure form: simple, clear, sharply-defined bodies that possess universal qualities.

Magritte and Servranckx in fact also indicated a fundamental distinction between their

vision and that of Purism. In their view, the work of art is completely autonomous, obe-

dient only to its own structural laws. And, although they perceived objective experi-

ence as its starting point, they emphasized the exceptional perfection of the artwork

that results from this.

For his part, in several of his writings, Le Corbusier pointed out a strong parallel

between purism and surrealism, notably that of De Chirico and Magritte, in the fact

that the tangible object functions as a starting point. ‘Objects are the reference point for
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all relationships that have the power to move us.’ As an architect and rationalist, Le Cor-

busier felt the need to add, ‘By objects, I of course mean objects that work, or function.’

In 1924, L’esprit nouveau published several reproductions of paintings by Servranckx.

René Magritte, in his pre-surrealistic period, also completed a number of paintings that

can be identified as purist. The clear reproduction of everyday objects would remain his

trademark. In 1929, when he was living in Paris, Magritte painted La trahison des

images.

In 1968, in the same period when he produced his fictional Musée d’Art Moderne,

Département des Aigles, Marcel Broodthaers began a series of open letters, including

the following:

Düsseldorf, 1968 MUSEUM Un directeur rectangle. Une servante ronde. Un caissier

triangulaire. Un gardien carré. Jouer sur la réalité et sa représentation à partir d’une

technique industrielle. Quelle réalité? C’est au travers de l’application de cette théorie

scolaire aumonde superficiel de la ville et ses journaux que je crois découvrir un natu-

rel qui me serait propre. Je me sens solidaire de toutes les démarches qui ont pour but

la communication objective, ce qui suppose une critique révolutionnaire de l’emploi

malhonnête de cesmoyens extraordinaires qui sont les nôtres: presse, radio, télévision

en noir et en couleur.

In 1900, Henri Bergson published his essay Le rire (Laughter), in which he illustrated

that, whenever human actions assume a mechanical character, they make people laugh.

For this reason, clownesque scenes often include repetitions and reversals. The laugh-

ter that ensues as an automatic reflex is an unconscious compensation or correction.

‘Throughout the last thirty years of his life, the French poet Stéphane Mallarmé (1842–

1889) was engaged with a “wonderful work”, that he simply called Le Livre, or The Book.

He envisioned The Book as a cosmic text-architecture: an extremely flexible structure

that would reveal nothing short of “all existing relations between everything”. This

Grand Oeuvre, wholly freed from the subjectivity of its author and containing the sum

of all books was, for Mallarmé, the essence of all literature and at the same time a “very

ordinary” book. The realization of this “pure” work that he planned to publish in a best-

seller edition never progressed beyond its conception and a detailed analysis of struc-

tural and material questions relating to publication and presentation. Yet to Mallarmé,

The Book, which was to found the “true cult of the modern era”, was by no means a fail-

ure. “It happens on its own,” he explained of The Book’s unique action in one of his final

statements, “as long as the author has separated himself from it, the impersonalized
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In 1968, Ian Burn ran a sheet of white paper through a Xerox copy machine, inten-

tionally leaving a speck of dust between the paper and the glass plate. He then copied

the copy, and continued to repeat the process until his copy was (almost) completely

black.

Between 1915 and 1923, Marcel Duchamp completed LaMariée mise a nu par ses céli-

bataires, même (Le Grand Verre/Large Glass). In it is a single ‘her’ and a whole group

of ‘hims’, respectively referred to as ‘the bride’ and ‘the bachelors’. Both are part of the

same framework, but by way of a central division, they are clearly visually separated.

The Large Glass is part of a tradition of so-called ‘bachelor machines’. These machines,

in sharp contrast to other machines (their only reason for existence), have no clear

function, which is to say that they do not produce any specifically defined product. The

machine functions because of the function itself: mechanics eroticism, aesthetics.

Robert Smithson said that he met Marcel Duchamp only once, in 1963, at an exhibition

opening in New York, and that all he said to Duchamp was, ‘I see you’re into alchemy.’

Duchamp’s answer was, ‘Yes, I am.’
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book also ceases to lay claim to the approach of the reader.” From this point onward, The

Book becomes the announcement for and expectation of the work that it is.’

Breaking news from Stefaan Dheedene (2009): a chair and two coffee tables, referring

to the dated (and now back in fashion) interior of a waiting room, with what are appar-

ently copies of Timemagazine on one of the tables. The entire scene looks like a ready-

made artwork, but appearances are deceptive. Everything here has been made by the

artist. The issues of Time, for example, are comprised of randomly rearranged pages

from several issues of the magazine.

Stefaan Dheedene photographs objects that he happens to come across. Most of these

objects are commonplace and modernist in character, encountered by the artist in

places where they do not seem to belong. It is generally years later when Dheedene,

based purely on an old photograph, reconstructs or copies an object he once pho-

tographed. He exhibits these reconstructed objects together with a stack of posters,

which visitors can take with them, on which is a reproduction of the original photo-

graph with the object in question. Being put into an exhibition environment, according

to the artist, these ‘lost objects’ once again assume a kind of self-evidence.

For Le Corbusier, the architecture of the Belgian coast functioned as a linear city, which

is to say a kind of looking machine, a battery of looking boxes. Wherever he went, Le Cor-

busier always had a camera with him. His first sketches for a building he was going to

build usually do not show a plan but a view. For le Corbusier, living was primarily the

domestication of seeing. When in 1930, based on what the Soviets were doing, he

designed linear cities around the Rio bay and on the Algerian coast, he did not so much

do so from an idealistic vision of an egalitarian society—with the same facilities avail-

able to everyone—but with the primary objective of providing everyone with the same

view of the sea. Although we have never outgrown linear cities of various descriptions,

the Belgian coast is one of those places in the world that most closely approaches the

utopia of the linear city. What is remarkable is that there was never any architect

involved, that this linear city happened ‘spontaneously’, which is to say it was driven

by the laws of speculation, and that the coastal residents, either permanent residents

or day tourists, are not aware of the radical modernity of their environment. Here,

modernism is now self-evident and efficient, at the same time grand, yet filled with a

kind of tristesse.

In the latter half of the 20th century, John Cage built up a body of musical work in

which what had been previously labelled as disturbing, or as environmental ‘noise’,

became an integral part of the composition.
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EuropeanKunsthalle c/o Ebertplatz: This programmatic title stands for a specific phase

in the development of the European Kunsthalle in Cologne. It refers to a temporary

location, a spatial structure, a series of art exhibitions, presentations and events.

European Kunsthalle c/o Ebertplatz started in the autumn of 2007 after the end of

the European Kunsthalle’s two-year start-up period, under Nicolaus Schafhausen’s and

Vanessa Joan Müller’s stewardship, when the institution was defined as a discursive

platform without a physical location of its own. The aim of the second phase, launched

by Astrid Wege, Rike Frank and Anders Kreuger as the new Programme Team, was to

give the European Kunsthalle more visibility by creating a temporary space for exhibit-

ing art that would resonate with audiences in Cologne and internationally. Five accom-

plished artists—Michael Beutler Loris Gréaud, Suchan Kinoshita, Rita McBride and

Dorit Margreiter—were invited to devise three-dimensional structures that would artic-

ulate the idea of a temporary kunsthalle and could be used for exhibitions, screenings

and discursive art events. This specification, along with the location itself (Ebertplatz

is a pedestrian square in central Cologne with an under-recognised 1970s design based

on rough concrete interpretations of the hexagon) served as the starting point for

five very particular and exciting artists’ proposals that are published here for the first

time. They range from marking out a space within a given space (Rita Mc Bride) to

solid architectonic structures that nonetheless signal a sense of their temporality

(Michael Beutler).

Dorit Margreiter’s design, which was realised step by step since August 2008, envi-

sions the Ebertplatz itself as an already existing exhibition space. It conceives of the

entire plaza as a given unit in which the artist incorporates new elements, redefining

the space and suggesting new possibilities for how it can be used and perceived either

by those specifically interested in art or by mere passers-by. In fact Margreiter’s ele-

ments of exhibition architecture make every passer-by a visitor to an outdoor kunst-

halle. She consciously engages aspects of the original urban planning, responding to

the square’s function as a busy traffic hub and a transitory social space with an open

and modular spatial organisation.

This open-ended concept for an existing public space proved to be both an inspiration

and a challenge for the artists invited to work at Ebertplatz, but also for the curators

and the audience. Dorit Margreiter’s spatial concept invited all of us to re-think the

definition of a ‘kunsthalle’ as an institutional space and the ‘exhibition’ as a commu-

nicative format. It has triggered different exciting artistic responses to the specific

situation at Ebertplatz.

After Icelandic artist Haraldur Jonsson had anticipated European Kunsthalle’s pres-

ence at Ebertplatz already in April 2008 with his sound light installation Opening the

European Kunsthalle c/o Ebertplatz programme within Dorit Margreiter’s spatial struc-

ture started with a series of screenings that changed every week. Dorit Margreiter’s
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European
Kunsthalle
c/o Ebertplatz

Michael Beutler, Loris Gréaud with DGZ Research [Dölger
Gréaud Ziakovic], Suchan Kinoshita, Rita McBride, Dorit
Margreiter, Haraldur Jonsson, Michel Auder, Michaela
Eichwald, Christian von Borries, Dietmar Schwärzler,
Lida Abdul, Vito Acconci, Ivan Ladislav Galeta, Andy
Guérif, Friedl Kubelka, Lawrence Weiner, Joyce Wieland,
Artūras Raila, Janice Kerbel, Helmut Draxler, Calcutta
Art Research with Joachim Koester, Melvin Moti and
Marcel Odenbach, Jürgen Stollhans, Stephen Willats,
Julia Scher, Katja Davar, Miriam Bäckström, Yane Calovski

Curated by Astrid Wege, Rike Frank and Anders Kreuger
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to the unconscious, from the possibility of a ‘counter-consciousness’ to the normalcy of

the surrounding city. Willats involved a group of people who live or work near the Ebert-

platz to participate in a film event. The participants entered or left the square in pairs

—two people being seen as the basic unit of any network or any society. In this cine-

matic staging of movement and social process the participants constantly changed their

identities and relationships to each other, thus influencing both their self-perception

and the viewers’ perception of them as protagonists of the fragmented narrative.

Appearance/Auftritt (September–October 2009) concludes theEuropeanKunsthalle

c/o Ebertplatz programme. Four artists—Julia Scher, Katja Davar, Miriam Bäckström

and Yane Calovski—appear in a series of short exhibitions, each lasting one week. Julia

Scher’s installation Predictive Engineering (Audio) (2009) refers to surveillance, con-

trol and seduction techniques and blends the controlled public realm with that of the

art institution. Katja Davar’s new piece for the European Kunsthalle,Reachability Tree

(2009), uses circuit diagrams of all of the traffic lights around the Ebertplatz as the

basis for a highly abstract representation of a regulated city. I amMore Important than

You (2009) is a series of posters by Miriam Bäckström, transgressing the boundaries

between the so-called private sphere and its public appearance by revealing a highly

charged exchange (or is it an inner monologue?) between an ‘I’ and a ‘you’. Yane

Calovski’s filmHollow Land (2009) and the poster projectMaster Plan (2008–09) are

complex investigations into how the rationality of diagrams and architectural models

overlaps with the mystical realm of illusions.

European Kunsthalle c/o Ebertplatzwas meant to be a temporary intervention, test-

ing and stretching the boundaries of the kunsthalle format and experimenting with dif-

ferent ways of showing art: a model case in practice, an exciting artistic and curatorial

experiment and at the same time conceived as a further step on the way to a kunsthalle

in Cologne.

European Kunsthalle c/o Ebertplatz is curated by Astrid Wege (Cologne), Rike Frank (Berlin, Vienna)
and Anders Kreuger (Lund).

See www.kunsthalle.eu for more details about the European Kunsthalle’s programming, its history as
well as the preliminary events which led to its foundation in 2005 by the organisation Loch e.V., now the
European Society for Contemporary Art.

See also www.ludlow38.org for information about the series of exhibitions between August 2009 and
April 2010, curated by the European Kunsthalle’s Programme Team in collaboration with Tobi Maier for
Ludlow 38, an exhibition space in Manhattan’s Lower East Side run by the Goethe Institut in New York,

European Kunsthalle c/o Ebertplatz was supported by: City of Cologne, Kunststiftung NRW, RheinEnergie
Stiftung Kultur, the Center for Icelandic Art, Iceland, Art Cologne, 235Media, Hotel Chelsea, Eternit AG,
Berlin.

film Angelo View Drive (Sequel) (2004) is an astute reflection of modern architecture.

It mirrored and challenged the specific 1970s modernism of the Ebertplatz. Legendary

French-born New York artist and filmmaker Michel Auder’s videos allowed viewers a

glimpse into diverging realities (from the early 1970s until today) through their seem-

ingly casual but refined visual orchestrations of the everyday. The screening of Auder’s

films, among them his intimate portraits of the New York art scene (which served as an

important reference point for Cologne’s cultural scene since the late 1960s) in a pub-

lic square challenged conventional notions of ‘public art’ and even ‘the public’ itself.

Michaela Eichwald’s slide show Projection (2008), produced specially for the Ebert-

platz, concluded the introductory phase of European Kunsthalle c/o Ebertplatz in

August 2008. It summarised what is at the core of a kunsthalle’s activity: to exhibit

challenging art works, to enable new projects, to collaborate with artists who are both

internationally renowned and connected to the local scene, in this case Cologne.

European Kunsthalle c/o Ebertplatz #2 (September–October 2008) focused on the

exploration and construction of socially and politically transitional spaces and how

they are aesthetically ordered. It comprised composer Christian von Borries’s acoustic

investigation of the Ebertplatz passage, film curator Dietmar Schwärzler’s video com-

pilation with contributions by Lida Abdul, Vito Acconci, Ivan Ladislav Galeta, Andy

Guérif, Friedl Kubelka, Lawrence Weiner and Joyce Wieland, Art ras Raila’s photo-

graphic mapping of the energy fields that are specific to every site entitled Power of the

Earth (2007–08), Janice Kerbel’sRemarkable (2007–08), a series of works that sub-

vert the poster as a format of public communication, and Helmut Draxler’s reflections

on The Design of Critique.

With the presentation of the project Calcutta Art Research, which included works

by Joachim Koester, Melvin Moti and Marcel Odenbach,EuropeanKunsthalle c/o Ebert-

platz #3 (November–December 2008) followed a slightly different spatial model, since

it was partly shown indoors, in the European Kunsthalle’s small office at the Ebert-

platz. The three artists’ portrayals of the Bengali mega-city were shown together with

an unrelated new project by Jürgen Stollhans. His evolving outdoors collageEven Cura-

tors Need Love (2008–09) translated bits and pieces of contemporary visual culture,

some of them humorously alluding to the local context in Cologne, into a multi-layered,

non-linear text-and-image composition. Conceiving of the installation as a work in

progress, the artist continued to add new elements until it was finally dismantled in

June 2009.

In the summer of 2009 the London-based artist Stephen Willats realised a new work

for the Ebertplatz. This invitation highlighted the European Kunsthalle’s role as a pro-

ducer. Stephen Willats conceived In And Out The Underworld, an outdoor installation

consisting of film, sound and text, as a journey through the passage or ‘underworld’ of

the Ebertplatz. It became a transition from one reality to another, from the conscious
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EUROPEAN KUNSTHALLE c/o EBERTPLATZ #1

8th August – 7th September 2008

Michel Auder, Michaela Eichwald, Dorit Margreiter

Michaela Eichwald, Projektion (2008)

Dorit Margreiter, 10104 Angelo View Drive (Sequel) (2004)Michael Auder, Liutauras Psibilskis, Anders Kreuger, talk

Michel Auder, Chelsea Girls with Andy Warhol (1971–76)



EUROPEAN KUNSTHALLE c/o EBERTPLATZ #2

13th September – 12th October 2008

Christian von Borries

Janice Kerbel

Arturas Raila

‘Aesthetics equalling ethics is a nasty way to start the day’,

with films by Lida Abdul, Vito Acconci, Ivan Ladislav Galeta, Andy Guérif, Friedl Kubelka, Lawrence Weiner, Joyce Wieland

Janice Kerbel, Remarkable (2007–08)

Vito Acconci, Digging Piece (1970)

Ivan Ladislav Galeta, Water Pulu 1869 1896 (1987/88)

Arturas Raila, The Fell (2007), from the series “Power of the Earth”



JÜRGEN STOLLHANS

24th October 2008 – 20th June 2009

EUROPEAN KUNSTHALLE c/o EBERTPLATZ #3

24th October – 18th December 2008

Calcutta Art Research with Joachim Koester, Melvin Moti, Marcel Odenbach

Jürgen Stollhans, Even Curators Need Love (2008–09)

Marcel Odenbach, Disturbed Places – Five Variations on India (2007)

Joachim Koester, Calcutta served as a basis for British expansion in the East (2005–2007)

Melvin Moti, The other side tells the same story (2008)



Stephen Willats, In and Out the Underworld (2009)

APPEARANCE/AUFTRITT

11th September – 10th October 2009

Miriam Bäckström, Yane Calovski, Katja Davar, Julia Scher

STEPHEN WILLATS

10th July – 6th September 2009

In and Out the Underworld

Julia Scher, Untitled (2009) Katja Davar, Reachability tree (2009)

Miriam Bäckström, I am More Important than You (2009) Yane Calovski, Masterplan (2008)

All images © European Kunsthalle, photos: Simon Vogel
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MICHAEL BEUTLER

The main idea behind this design for a Kunsthalle is a play on temporality and solidity:

a solid, walled structure stands on stilts, lending it the impression of lightness. It is

constructed in a way that emphasizes and makes visible the provisional aspect of a

temporary Kunsthalle that would nevertheless like to become a permanent fixture in

the city. With the help of a special technology, the gray cinder block walls can be

“opened” like a zipper with the thin cables hanging from the two opposing sides: in

other words, the moment of deconstruction is taken into consideration at the time of

its building.

The design envisages various possible spatial constellations, a gradual closing and

opening to the surrounding area. Its core is a completely closed interior room (posi-

tion 1), which receives indirect light through the skylight. This closed space can be

expanded with a movable wall (position 2 + 3) that can also be used to integrate the

front terrace even more into the exhibition space or, as the case may be, to open the

space more and more to the outside area. Tilting the moveable wall down to 30 degrees,

transforms the space into an open arena.

The planned materials include simple, commercially available building supplies: grey

cinder blocks for the walls, coursely corrogated tin for the roof, plywood planks on an

iron construction for the movable wall. In each case, the manner of its construction

will stay recognizable.

Photographs: Carsten Ivo Gliese © Michael Beutler
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LORIS GRÉAUD with DGZ Research [Dölger Gréaud Ziakovic]
Assistant Designer: Rachel Alliston

The Merzball Pavilion

or All of the So-Called Miracles of Indian Fakirs that is Nothing but Prestige

With the Merzball Pavilion, we aim to structure thought as one structures a building.

Imagine a museum of natural history, particularly one of its rooms full of skeletons.

Imagine a skeleton which would contain the museum itself. Or rather yet, imagine the

skeletons as a construction, no longer a reminder of the past, but an architecture of

that which is to come, an architecture of the future.

What is its form? What would be the structure of this skeleton edifice? What is the

function of the non-built? What will be the function of this assemblage, this reconsti-

tution of forms which remain to come? And finally, what is this skeleton through which

the future would aid the past?

What would this skeleton be once stripped of its function as relic, once it had been

made an object of prestige—whether according to its literal, etymological sense, or its

exercised seduction of the imagination of human beings?

It is with this skeleton, which extrapolates the contours of Kurt Schwitters’Merzbau,

that we attempt to compose not a relic of the future but a relic composed of the future-

composed of potential, the skeleton as a novel space to be invented.

Imagine the Merz architecture as a mobius strip, our skeleton around a museum of

natural history.

In attempting this meta-skeleton, a meta-Merzbau, we seek to recharge histories,

and to apply them to a building. After the WiTricity of battery accumulators, we take

as an ‘accumulation’ the proven techniques of the properties specific to materials

employed, or more precisely of acts and actions that would provide the charge of an

artwork.

Our response is one of conflict, an economy of space versus the poetry of space. Imag-

ine our skeleton, charged by opaque history, and in which people are confronted with

the challenge to reach a comprehension of this new architecture’s rules and meaning,

making out of the negotiation of its conflicts a spectacle and ballet.

It is there, precisely, that our concept of an architecture of the future situates itself,

in the excavation of forms that are still to come, in the anarchy of Merz, in the non-

Euclidean spaces in which interior and exterior form a single surface, in an electric

space charged by its own tensions, the Merzball Pavilion where all the pretended mir-

acles of the Indian Fakir are nothing but operations of prestige.

© Loris Gréaud with DGZ Research
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SUCHAN KINOSHITA

The space to be developed is an extension of the six-corner principle already inherent

to Ebertplatz. Through the expansion of something that already exists, it became clear

to me that I do not see the art space as being confined to the constructed space, but

consider rather the entire Ebertplatz as potential space. Just as, for example, the six-

cornered opening in the ceiling of the canopied part of the Ebertplatz where the Neusser

Straße begins can also be understood as part of the Kunsthalle.

Through this, the idea developed into more of a modular principle. The plan was to

create a construction set with different elements of varying dimensions and materi-

als, created as part of the hexagon and with which anyone can build a Kunsthalle him-

/herself. The spaces developed could be open, half-open or closed. Through the use of

variable materials—transparent, semi-transparent, opaque—they fuse with the sur-

roundings in very different ways (either “docking onto” existing structures or stand-

ing alone, as the case may be).

Instead of actually producing the construction set, I started playing with the ele-

ments myself and designed a possible space. The actual location for the space is not yet

defined. It could be developed in different places on Ebertplatz. Also the space itself is

still variable. In other words, the walls can vary in movability, depending on where the

space is located.

Description of the space

The space is formed by six identical walls, each of which can be turned around a cen-

tral axis, allowing the space to be opened in different directions. The middle axis of

each (metal construction) is connected with each other (in the ceiling) and hold the

entire structure together. The dimensions of the walls (in the model) are four meters

high and six meters wide (but variable). They should be made of a “light” material such

as styrofoam or paper/cardboard, possibly coated with plaster on the inside, and an

aluminum grate on the outside for protection. The choice of materials is extremely

important, but not yet completely defined at this stage of the design.

It is possible to fix one or more walls so that an office (a smaller partial hexagon)

can be built behind it, depending on where the structure is finally placed (drawing 1).

The roof is not transparent like it is in the model, but rather semi-transparent or light-

permeable (drawing 2).

There are still many questions to be answered at this point. These are closely tied to

the structure’s final placement and to the material of the walls.

Maastricht, April 2008

Photographs: Carsten Ivo Gliese © Suchan Kinoshita



RITA McBRIDE

Aluminum balustrades

Aluminum balustrades

20 Balustrades arranged in loose groupings suggesting Sacred temple territory.
Territory for secular Art pilgrimage

© Rita McBride
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DORIT MARGREITER

A. Specifications

As an artistic design for a Kunsthalle, I propose an open structure envisaging the Ebert-

platz itself as an already existing exhibition space. This means that the entire plaza is

seen as a single unit in which the proposed elements are integrated.

It is therefore not an architectural structure as such, but rather elements that should

enable us to re-think the “exhibition” on various levels. In this sense, the proposed

architectural elements can be read as something between exhibition architecture,

sculpture and design parameters for a Kunsthalle.

B. Objects/Markers

The individual parts take on the function of exhibition architecture, utilizing classic

exhibition displays such as vitrine, wall, and projection screen on the one hand, devel-

oping models for a temporary exhibition pavilion on the other. Whether they find sculp-

tural or functional architectonic use or become forms in an urban structure depends

upon how each element is used.

C. General

A point of contact will be located in one of the existing shops. Though I have consciously

avoided covering the entire area, the events could be held in the covered space in front

of the shop with separate seating. According to the weather conditions, one of the pro-

jection surfaces is positioned in this place.

© Dorit Margreiter
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© Dorit Margreiter and European Kunsthalle
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Meetingpoint/TIME Bookspace

Sint Pietersnieuwstraat 21
9000 Gent
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www.netwerk-art.be
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MICHAEL VAN DEN ABEELE & 
ARNAUD HENDRICKX 
Bonus Malus
DOLORES BOUCKAERT &  
GRIET DOBBELS Mind the Gap
Tentoonstelling 
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TRANCHE DE VIE
Hans Bryssinck & Diederik Peeters × Jelle Clarisse &  
Sarah Dhont × Christoph De Boeck × Carl De Smet &  
Dolores Hulan × Laurent Dupont-Garitte × Mette Edvardsen 
× Julia Eckhardt & Aernoudt Jacobs × Kunst & Zwalm 2009 
× Thomas Gevaert × SoundImageCulture 09



STEFAAN DHEEDENE
THE HAPPY END OF A UNIVOCAL METAL TASTE

8 November - 20 December 2009
Opening Saturday 7 November 15:00 - 18:30 in the presence of the artist
Exhibition hours Wednesday - Friday / Sunday 14:00 - 18:00 and by appointment

Stefaan Dheedene’s installation ‘Ghost Shift’ will be on display at SMAK in Ghent from 12 December until 
31 January. Opening Friday 11 December. www.smak.be

DEWEER gallery | Tiegemstraat 6A | B-8553 Otegem, Belgium | +32 (0)56 644 893 | www.deweergallery.com



www.kask.be
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